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Computing Error Bounds for Regression Problems
NICHOLAS J. HIGHAM
When computing the least squares estimate for a linear regression problem how can we tell that we have the "correct" answer? How
much can the estimate change if the variables or observations are perturbed
slightly? We answer these questions with the aid of backward error techniques and perturbation theory. Backward error is the smallest amount by
which a regression problem must be perturbed in order for a given approximate solution to be an exact solution of the perturbed problem. We discuss the difficult task of computing the backward error for a wide class of
measures of "smallest." We show that perturbation bounds based on componentwise analysis are potentially much smaller than those from standard
normwise analysis, partly because they are less sensitive to scaling. The componentwise bounds are used to investigate the sensitivity of the Longley test
problem, and it is shown that the bounds can be computed efficiently using
a matrix norm estimator.
ABSTRACT.

1. Introduction

In this work we are concerned with the classical linear regression model

y=Xb+e,
XE 9lnxp(n~p),
where the elements of e are 1;_ncorrelated random variables having zero mean
and constant variance. Let b denote the least squares (LS) estimate of the
regression coefficients; that is,

IIY - Xbl'2 = mjn IIY - Xbll 2 We address two important questions associated with the computation of b.
( 1) If X and y are perturbed how much does b change? In other
words, how much can errors in the variables, or systematic errors in
the observations, affect b ?
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(2) If b is an approximate LS solution (a computed solution, for example) how can we assess its quality? Specifically, without knowing b
can we bound b - b, and is b the solution of a "nearby" regression
problem-one with X and y slightly perturbed?
An answer to question ( 1) is provided by standard perturbation theory. In
Section 3 we describe a more refined type of perturbation theory that leads
to bounds that are potentially much smaller. The approach we describe is
particularly suitable when the perturbations have the same structure as the
data-for example, if X has many zero elements and these are not to be
perturbed.
Note that we are not concerned here with measurement error models
(Fuller ( 1987)) or total least squares models (Golub and Van Loan ( 1980);
Golub and Van Loan ( 1989), Section 12.3; Van Huffel ( 1987) ), both of which
are designed under the assumption that there are "errors in the variables."
Rather, our aim is to investigate how the standard LS regression estimate b
is influenced by such errors.
One situation where question (2) arises is in the testing of numerical software for solving least squares problems-for example in the program library
LAPACK that is currently under development (Demmel et al. (1987)). In
testing for program bugs and correctness of implementations on different
machines one would like a relatively inexpensive numerical criterion for determining whether a computed LS solution is "correct."
To answer question (2) we need the notion of the backward error of b,
which may loosely be defined as the smallest amount by which the data X
and y must be perturbed in order for b to be the exact LS solution for the
perturbed data. In making precise the phrase "smallest amount" and being
flexible in the notion of "perturbing the data," several definitions of backward
error are possible. We discuss definition and computation of backward error
in Section 2.
In addition to surveying existing work we present some new observations
and numerical experiments.
We will mainly use the 2- and oo-vector and matrix norms, defined for
z E 8f P and X E 8f n xp by

llzll2 = (zT z)l/2,
llzll(X) = max lzil'
I

Here, amax (X) denotes the largest singular value of X, or equivalently,
12 , where p is the spectral radius. We will also employ the map(XT
trix condition number K(X) = IIXII IIX+ I , where x+ is the pseudoinverse.
When X has full rank, x+ = (XT X)- 1XT.

x/
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2. Computing the backward error
2.1 Linear Equations. It is helpful first to consider the special case of a
square system of linear equations Ax= b, where A E 9f nxn is nonsingular
and b E 9f n • Given an approximate solution x we wish to find the smallest
perturbations dA and db such that

If we use a vector norm and the corresponding subordinate matrix norm to
measure the size of db and M, respectively, then it is natural to define the
normwise backward error as

PN

=

min{w: (A+ M)x = b +db, lldAII :s; wllAII, lldbll :s; wllbll,
dA E !Jfnxn, db E !Jfn}.

A convenient formula for /JN exists (Rigal and Gaches (1967)): if r = b-Ax
then
llrll
/JN = IIAll llxll + llbll ·
In the special case where the norm is the 2-norm and db is forced to be zero
we obtain the well-known result that /JN = llrll 2 /(IIAl!illxll 2 ), and an optimal
perturbation is given by dAmin = rxT I (xT x) .
Next, we measure the perturbations componentwise and define

Pc(E, f) = min{w: (A+ dA)x = b +db, ldAI :s; wE, ldbl :s; wf,
dA E !Jfnxn, db E !Jfn},
where E 2'.: 0 and f 2'.: 0 are given. Here, matrix and vector absolute values
and inequalities are interpreted componentwise: thus IM I :s; wE means that
lda;1 I :s; weiJ for all i, j.
The choice of the free parameters in E and f determines both the structure of the allowable perturbations and exactly how the perturbations are
measured. To see this, consider the following two extreme cases.
(1) E = IIAll 00 eeT, f = llbll 00 e, where e = (1, 1, ... , 1{. Here the
constraints in the definition of Pc are Ida;) :s; wllAll 00 and ldb;I :s;
wllbll 00 . Effectively there are only two constraints, max I ,J. Ida.I ,J-I :s;
wllAll 00 , and max; ldb;I :s; wllbll 00 , and these impose no structure on
dA and db . For this choice of E and f , /Jc is very similar to /J N
for the oo-norm.
(2) E = IAI, f = lbl. Now the constraints are Ida;) :s; wlaiJI and
idb;I :s; wlb;I, and so a;1 = 0 implies da;1 = 0, and b; = 0 implies
db; = 0. Thus the perturbations must preserve the sparsity pattern
of the data. Furthermore, the size of each individual perturbation is
measured relative to the element it perturbs. This backward error,
Pc(IAI, lbl), is called the componentwise relative backward error.
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A further difference between these two choices of E and f is worth
noting. If we scale the rows or columns of A and b then the class of
admissible perturbations dA and db scales in the ame way for the second
choice but changes completely for the first. This suggests, correctly, that
bounds for llx - xii derived in terms of the componentwise relative backward
error are much less sensitive to scaling of the data than bounds involving the
normwise backward error.
Despite the generality of the definition of f3c(E, f) there is an explicit
expression for this quantity, and it has an elegant derivation.
THEOREM 2.1 (Oettli and Prager 1964).
lb-Axli
Pc(E' f) = mp-x (Elxl + f) i

'

where 0/0 is interpreted as zero, and f,,/0 ( f,, =I= 0) as infinity, the latter case
meaning that no finite w exists in the definition of f3c(E, f).
PROOF. For any candidate perturbations dA and db in the definition of
= b - Ax,

f3c(E, f) we have, with r

lrl = ldAx - dbl

~

wElxl + wf ,

which implies that

1,.1

f3c(E' f)

~ mp-x (Elxl i+ f) i = 0.

To show that this lower bound is attained note that
(2.1)

r

= D(Elxl + f)

for a diagonal D with ID I ~ 0 I . Defining dA = DE diag (sign (x)) and
db= -DJ we have ldAI ~ 0E, ldbl ~ 0f, and, using (2.1),
(A+ dA)x - (b + db)= Ax+ DElxl - b +DJ= 0,
as required.
2.2 Least Squares. The backward error definitions in the previous section
can be generalized in an obvious way to the least squares problem. Unfortunately, no explicit expressions are known for these backward errors. Stewart
( 1977b) discusses the open problem of finding such expressions and identifies
two perturbations of X ( only) that are candidates for being minimizers in
the backward error definitions.

THEOREM 2.2 (Stewart ( 1977b) ).
min
ll(X + E l.)b b

b is the exact LS solution to

Yll 2 ,

i = 1, 2,
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PROOF. A short proof for £ 2 is given in Stewart ( 1977a, Theorem 5.3).
The proof for E I consists of verifying that b satisfies the normal equations
(X + El)T ((X + E1)b - y) = 0.
Notice that £ 1 is small if the residual r is nearly orthogonal to the
columns of X. £ 2 is small if llrlli ~ llrll 2 , that is, if the residual for b
is nearly minimal, irrespective of the size of llb - bll 2 • Unfortunately, Theorem 2.2 provides only sufficient conditions for a small normwise backward
error. It is possible for b to be the solution of a slightly perturbed least
squares problem with 11£ 1 11 2 and 11£2 11 2 much larger than the norm of the
perturbation.
Stewart ( 1977a) makes the interesting observation that £ 2 can be modified
so that certain columns of X are not perturbed (as may be desirable if some
columns are known exactly). This can be ·done by redefining

~r

E2

_ (r - r)b
-

~r~

'

b b

where bi = bi or bi = 0, as necessary. Of course, this is done at the cost of
increasing 11£2 11 2 .
We can associate a backward error with the normal equations, XT Xb =
XT y, by regarding them as a general linear system and using PN of Section 2.1. One might hope that this would provide useful information about
the backward error for the original least squares problem. In general, this is
not the case. It is shown in Higham and Stewart ( 1987) that the least squares
backward error is generally about K(X) times larger than the normal equations backward error, and so these two backward errors can be very different
when X is ill conditioned.
In the rest of this section we describe some recent work on backward error
for least squares problems that makes use of the augmented system satisfied
by b:

or
(2.2)
This is a square system and so we can apply the ideas of Section 2.1. However,
there is a major problem in doing so: for a perturbation of the coefficient
matrix
C=

[}r

ii

to correspond to a perturbation of the original data X it must have the form
!lC =

[Jr ~] ,
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and so in particular it must be symmetric. The difficulty is that this symmetry constraint is not catered for in the definitions of Section 2.1. If we
adopt the symmetry constraint then we obtain a backward error whose computation requires solution of a challenging constrained optimization problem.
Bjorck ( 1988) drops the symmetry requirement and defines a backward error
y( G, h) , for a given b and r, as the smallest w such that
(2.3)
(2.4)

The case G = IXI , h = IYI is of particular interest. For this definition we
can invoke Theorem 2.1 with A= C, b =(YT, OT)T and

f = [~].
We obtain

It is not necessary that r = y - Xb in (2.3). Thus r can be regarded as an
n-vector of free parameters and the quantity of interest is then
y (G , h)

= mjn
y (G , h , r).
r

Once again, this is a difficult optimization problem. Two natural choices of
r are

r=y-Xb

⇒

and
⇒

-

y ( G , h , r)

IXb-yli
= max ( _
)
I
Glbl +h
l

Neither of these two choices is guaranteed to produce a good approximation
to the desired global minimum. We note that another plausible approximation can be developed as follows. Let X have the QR factorization
(2.5)

where Q is orthogonal and R is upper triangular. Then
XTY= [RT

OT]QTY=O if

?=Q[~]

=Q2 t,

t arbitrary.
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Hence, for r = Qif ,

= IID-\Qif - w)ll = f(t),
where D = diag((Glbl + h)J and w = y - Xb, and we can obtain an
y(G, h, r)

00

approximation to y(G, h) by performing an £00 minimization of f(t), or,
more simply, by minimizing IID-1(Q2 t - w)lli.
So far in our development, b has been arbitrary. It is instructive to consider the case where b is a computed LS solution obtained using floating
point arithmetic of precision u. If b is computed using the QR factorization of X then a standard error analysis result (Golub and Van Loan ( 1989,
page 226)) shows that the normwise backward error is as small as we could
hope, namely of order u . The same cannot be said if the normal equations
are formed and solved, which is one reason why numerical analysts tend to
disfavour the use of the normal equations. (See Higham and Stewart ( 1987)
for a detailed discussion.) For neither method is the componentwise backward error y(IXI, IYI) guaranteed to be small.
In work on the solution of sparse least squares problems via the augmented
equations, Arioli, Duff, and de Rijk ( 1989) introduce a slightly weaker definition of backward error than that of Bjorck. They regard the augmented system as a general square system of equations Cs= z and define the backward
error for an approximate solution s = (rT, bT { as Pc(ICI, lzl). Equivalently, the backward error is the smallest w such that

(2.6)

[Y/~22, x +:c,2] [f;] = [Y +oLly] ,

where ldC I1 I :::; wl, ldC 12 I :::; wlXI, ldC21 I :::; wlXTI, and ldYI :::; wlyl.
Note that the ( 1, 1) identity block is perturbed in this definition, although the
perturbed block remains diagonal. This backward error is easily computed
using Theorem 2.1.
Arioli, Duff, and de Rijk solve the augmented system using Gaussian elimination with symmetric pivoting and iterative refinement. Using a result of
Skeel ( 1980) for iterative refinement of square linear systei:ns they show that
under suitable assumptions the refinement process for the augmented equaT -T T
tions converges, to (r , b ) say, and that the computed solution b has a
small backward error in the above sense. Thus their definition of backward
error is motivated by the ability to prove that the backward error will be small
for the computed LS solution. (Note that to use this definition in the context
of having a general approximate LS solution b, without an accompanying
r, we would again want to perform a minimization over all r.)
Our discussion of backward error definitions can be summarized by saying
that an easily computable expression for the "genuine" backward error is still
keenly sought, but if the definition of backward error is weakened, and the
context of the definition is specialized, then the backward error can be readily
computed.
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An important application of the backward error definitions above is in
computing bounds for the forward error, llb - bll . In the next section we
examine this issue in detail and gain more insight into the suitability of the
different definitions.
3. The sensitivity of the least squares solution

From this point on we assume that X has full rank. The question of
how much b can change when X and y are perturbed has received much
attention in the numerical analysis literature. The earliest reference is Golub
and Wilkinson ( 1966), where it is shown that if
IIXb-ylli = min,

r= y-Xb,

+ dX)b - (y + dy)ll 2=min,
lldXll2 ::; E IIXll2,
1idYll2 ::; E IIYll2,
ll(X

(3.1)

and X

+ dX has full rank, then

(3.2)

lib= hlli

llbll2

<

-

EK

2(X)

(1 + IIXl'2llbll2
IIYII~ ) +

EK

2(X)2

11,11~ + O(E\

IIXll2llbll2

The usual interpretation of this result is that the sensitivity of b is measured by K 2 (X) if the residual r is zero or relatively small, and otherwise by
K 2 (X)2. Note that in this result E can be regarded as a normwise backward
error. Alternative treatments also employing the normwise measure of the
perturbations (3.1) may be found in, for example, Wedin ( 1973) and Golub
and Van Loan ( 1989, Section 5.3.8); finer bounds stated in terms of individual coefficients and columns are derived in Higham and Stewart ( 1987) and
Stewart ( 1987).
Following Bjorck ( 1988), and Arioli, Duff, and de Rijk ( 1989) , we now
show how to derive perturbation bounds corresponding to componentwise
perturbations in the data. This analysis can be regarded as extending analysis
of Bauer ( 1966) and Skeel ( 1979) from square linear systems to overdetermined systems.
We work from the perturbed augmented system (2.3-2.4), which we repeat
here:
(3.3)

(3.4)
As in the definition of y( G, h) we do not insist that dX2 = dX 1 • As noted
by Bjorck (1988) this does not affect the final bound (since the analysis does
not exploit this condition) and it makes the analysis applicable when E 1s
the backward error y ( G , h) .
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Rearranging (3.3) we obtain

[f

T

~]

m[y ~:;;r~x,bl ,
=

+

which, on premultiplying by the inverse of the matrix on the left, yields

[-b'] = [I -xx+x+
Hence

(x+{

-(XT X)- 1

[Y + -dX[
dy -dX b]
r
.
1

-b=X +y+X +dy-X +dX -b+(X T X) -I dX T r.
1

Noting that
(3.5)

]

2

TJ = x+ y, taking absolute values, and using (3.4), we obtain

lb - hi ::; c(IX+l(h + Glbl) + l(Xr X)- 1IGrlrl).

Taking norms gives
1

(3.6)

lib= hlloo::; c (II 1x+J(h~+ Glbl) lloo + I l(XTX)~ IGTlrl lloo),
llblloo
I b lloo
llblloo

which is the desired bound.
We remark that the effect of allowing a perturbation of the (1,1) block in
(3.3), I ---+ I+ dl with Id/I ::; EI as in (2.6), is simply to introduce an extra
2
term E II IX+,1 11 00 in (3.6); this term is easily shown to be of order c and
hence is negligible for small E .
The bound (3.6) is not as easy to interpret as (3.2), but it has two very
attractive features.
( 1) The bound was derived using only triangle inequalities and a single
norm inequality. Thus it is about as sharp as any strict bound of this
form can be.
(2) The bound has much better scaling properties than (3.2). If we scale
the columns of X and G, transforming Xb - y to (X D)(D- 1b) y , where D is diagonal, then this has the effect of introducing a
ID- 1I factor in front of each term in (3.5)-in other words, (3.5),
and to a lesser extent (3.6), is independent of column scaling. Of
course, (3.5) is ~ffected by row scaling, since row scaling changes
the LS solution b in a complicated way. However, in a sense that
is difficult to formalize , (3.5) is less sensitive to row scaling than is
(3.2). For example, in the special case n = p , row scaling leaves
(3.5) unchanged, but not (3.2).
The scaling properties discussed above are illustrated in the following numerical comparison between (3.2) and (3.6) with G = IXI and h = IYI.
Both bounds were evaluated for several X and y. We used the computed
LS solution and its residual when evaluating terms involving b or r. Since
ldXI ::; E IXI implies lldXll 00 ::; E IIXll 00 , and similarly for dy, it is mean.ingful to compare the two bounds if we assume that the perturbations satisfy
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l.1XI

~ E IXI and l.1yl ~ E IYI . Table 1 reports the upper bounds divided by
since we are not assigning any particular value to E ) . In all but the last
case, n = 10 and p = 8 . "Rand" denotes a matrix or vector with elements
from a uniform distribution on [-1 , 1] , Di denotes an ill-conditioned diagonal matrix, "rsvd" is an ill-conditioned random matrix, "vand" denotes
the Vandermonde matrix with (i, j) element ((j - 1)/(n - l)/- 1 , and
T
e 1 =(1,0, ... ,0).
E

(

TABLE 1. Numerical comparison of bounds
2(X)
6e + 7
7
8e + 4
2e + 10
6e + 4
6e + 4

Norm
bound
3e+ 8
19
9e + 4
2e+ 10
le+ 5
7e + 4

Componentwise
bound
le+ 8
18
16
14
9e+ 3
2

2e + 6

3e + 12

2

K

X = rsvd , y = rand
X 1 =rand , y 1 = rand
X 2 = DX 1 , y 2 = Dy 1
X = D 1 randD 2 , y = D 1 rand
X = vand , y = rand
X = vand, y = e 1
X =

(g

6

10~ )

,

y =

0)

Next, we show how the perturbation theory can be used to gain insight into
a "genuine" regression problem: the famous Longley test problem (Longley
( 196 7)). This regression problem is from econometrics and has a notoriously ill-conditioned 16 x 7 regression matrix X, with K 2 (X) ~ 5 x 109 •
The sensitivity of this problem to perturbations is investigated empirically
in Beaton, Rubin, and Barone ( 1976). In the main experiment of Beaton et
al. ( 1976), 1000 perturbed regression problems were generated by adding to
each xii uniformly distributed random numbers in the range [-½£5iJ, ½£5iJ],
where <5iJ represents one unit in the last significant decimal digit in the published data. (The number of significant digits varies from 3 to 6. £5i 1 = 0
1
for the first column of ones, £5i 2
10- , and ()ii
1 otherwise.) Along
with many other statistics, the maximum and minimum values of the solution components for the perturbed problems were computed. In Table 2 we
give these values from Beaton et al. ( 197 6) together with the upper and lower
bounds for the components of b provided by (3.5) with E = 1, h = 0, and
g iJ = ½£5iJ. The bound (3.6) is in this case

=

=

which does not guarantee that b and b will agree in any significant digits; the
last two columns of Table 2 show this bound to be not far from an equality.
From the table we also see that the individual bounds in (3.5) are pleasantly sharp in this example: none of the bounds exceeds the corresponding
observed extremum by more than a factor of seven.
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TABLE 2. Longley problem
Exact
solution

bl

62
b3
b4
Es
b6
67

-3.4823e + 6
l.5062e + 1
-3.5819e - 2
- 2.0202e + 0
- l.0332e + 0
- 5.l 104e - 2
l.8292e + 3

Rigorous bound

Observed

Minimum

Maximum

Minimum

Maximum

-1.7694e + 7
-9.1067e + 2
- 5.5575e - l
-9.5919e+0
- 3.9655e + 0
- 2.9630e + 0
-5.4713e+3

l.0730e + 7
9.4080e + 2
4.841 le - 1
5.5514e + 0
l .8990e + 0
2.8608e + 0
9.1296e + 3

-3.4833e + 6
-2.3228e + 2
- 8.8000e - 2
- 2.4234e + 0
- l.3259e + 0
- 9.3930e - l
- l.7069e + 3

3.4526e + 6
2.3705e + 2
l.9640e - l
l.7670e + 0
3.6330e - l
4.8050e - l
l.8009e + 3

In another experiment in Beaton et al. (1976) a modified regression model
employing only columns 1, 2, 4, and 5 of X was subjected to the sam: class
of perturbations as for the full model. The observed perturbations in b were
found to be much smaller than for the full model. We examined (3.5) in
this case and found that, again, the rigorous bounds are close to the observed
extrema. Hence the bounds allow the firm conclusion that this modified
problem is much less sensitive to perturbations than the full model.
Note that this perturbation bound approach is fundamentally different
from the techniques of Beaton et ~I. ( 1976). Our approach provides a guaranteed bound on the change in b , while empirical study of the effect of
perturbations yields a wealth of statistical information but no guarantees.
The sharpness of the bounds makes them attractive, as does the ease with
which they can be computed. (See the next section.) We note that the bound
(3.6) provides an alternative to the statistically derived "perturbation index"
of Beaton et al. ( 1976) for measuring regression problem sensitivity.
To conclude this section we mention an alternative approach to measuring
LS solution sensitivity. Whereas we have assumed the errors in X or y c~n
be strictly bounded, and have derived a strict bound on the change in b ,
Fletcher ( 1985) makes probabilistic assumptions about the ,:rrors and derives
an estimate for the expected norm of the perturbation in b. Specifically, he
assumes that the perturbations L1X and L1y satisfy

where the quantities €ii and Ei are independently distributed random variables with zero means and constant variances, and he derives a bound for
E (llb - bll;) . This probabilistic approach has attractions for the statistician,
although it does require strong assumptions on the nature of the perturbations, unlike the approach we have described.
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4. Practical use of the perturbation bounds

In this section we describe how to compute and use the perturbation
bounds of the previous section in practice. We will coIJ.centrate on the bound
(3.6), since similar remarks apply to (3.2). We discuss two scenarios.
( l) First, we suppose that the regression data X and y is subject to
uncertainty (arising, for example, from errors in measuring or computing X and y ) and that bounds E G and Eh on this uncertainty
can be obtained (in the sense of (3.4)). In this situation the bound
(3.6) indicates the corresponding uncertainty in b. If the bound is
very large it may be regarded as proclaiming that the regression problem is ill posed (cf. the Longley problem discussion in the previous
section).
(2) Alternatively, suppose we have a computed LS solution b and have
obtained y( G, h) or an upper bound for it (perhaps by evaluating
y( G, h, r) for one or more r). Taking this value for E, (3.6) gives
us a bound on the relative error in b. If this bound is large it may
be desirable to improve b by iterative refinement (Arioli, Duff, and
de Rijk ( 1989); Bjorck ( 1978) ), or perhaps resort to higher precision
arithmetic.
In the above discussion we have skipped over the important question of
how to compute the term

= II
µ -

1x+1

(h + Glbl) lloo +
II

b lloo

1

11

l(XT X)- IGTlrl lloo

llhlloo

in (3.6). This term involves both x+ and (XT X)- 1 , and computing these
matrices can be relatively expensive in terms of both time and storage, although one may wish to compute the matrix (XT X)- 1 anyway to obtain
variance information. Fortunately, it is possible to compute an inexpensive
1
estimate of µ without forming x+ or (XT X)- • This can be done using
a method of Hager (1984) and Higham (1988) that computes a lower bound
for IIBll 00 , where B is a matrix, given a means for evaluating matrix-vector
products Bu and BT v. Typically, four or five products are required, and
the lower bound is almost always within a factor three of IIBll 00 • To estimate
µ we apparently need to estimate vector norms 11 IAlz 11 00 , where A = x+ or
1
A= (XT X)- and z ~ 0 is a vector that is readily computed. The following
observation from Arioli, Demmel, and Duff ( 1989) enables us to convert this
vector norm estimation into matrix norm estimation: with Z = diag(zi)
IAlz lloo = 11 IAIZe lloo = II !AZie lloo = 11 IAZI lloo = IIAZlloo•
Thus we estimate 11 IAlz 11 00 by computing products of the form AZu =
A(Zu) and (AZ)T v = zT (AT v). Since Z is diagonal and A = x+ or
1
A = (X T X)- the nontrivial parts of these products are of the form x+ u ,
1
(X+)T v, or (XT X)- u, and they can be computed using whatever matrix
11

-:.
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factorization was used to solve the original regression problem. For example,
given the QR factorization (2.5) we have x+u = R- 1(Qru), (X+)Tv =
-T ) ( T )-1 u = R -1( R -T u ) , where we do not 1orm
c
R -1 or R -T
Q 1(R v , X X
but rather solve triangular systems.
Acknowledgments. I am grateful to Des Higham and Stephan Rudolfer for
suggesting improvements to the manuscript.
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